
The best solu on
for advanced industrial
applica ons

 

WEIGHVAULT WEIGHVAULT®: CW90X SCALE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

   

Specific so ware for programming, controlling
and saving weighing data directly on your PC.
Weighvault® is ideal to monitor the weighing
opera ons and produc vity of your CW90X
scales.

 
  Working in coopera on with:

 WMS SCALES TECHNOLOGY SRL  
  FAGETU IERII, NR. 54 - 407321 - IARA - ROMANIA  
  Tel. 40745312637    
  office@centrul-de-cantare-si-balante.ro  
     



 

STRENGTHS

The advantages of WeighVault®:
- Intuitive: easy to configure and use
- Fast: fast data transmission and real-time inventory management
- Modular: new scales can be added at any time
- Customizable: store up to 10000 products, customizable with description, target and tolerances
- Transparent: ensures traceability of the weighing operations carried out

 

MAIN FUNCTIONS

With WeighVault® you can quickly program, modify and manage every single product directly from your PC
You can compile up to 10000 quick recall memories and manage up to 100 networked scales
Each product is fully customizable with description, target and tolerances
Scales can be added or moved without interrupting data acquisition in the network
The operations performed are listed in a report showing the number of scales, the quantity of weighs performed, the average weight, the
% accepted and the average transaction time
Reports can be exported in Word, Excel or PDF format and printed.

 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Minimum system requirements:
- 800+MHz Intel compatible processor
- 1 GB RAM
- 750 MB hard disk space
- TCP/IP connection

 

SUPPORTED PRODUCTS

CW90X Series
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SALES AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SERVICE 

All the specifications and images can be subject to variations and upgrades without prior notice.


